WESTLAW® CANADA
INTERNATIONAL SOLUTIONS

YOUR GATEWAY TO A WORLD OF ONLINE LEGAL RESOURCES
ONE PASSWORD.
A WORLD OF POSSIBILITIES.
Westlaw® Canada International Solutions deliver authoritative legal and business information and news from around the world. Whether you need information from a specific country or information from various international jurisdictions for your practice area, this is your source for fast, efficient research solutions.

Westlaw Canada International Solutions are fully integrated with Canadian content on the powerful Westlaw Canada platform. Westlaw Canada offers single login and integrated access to Canadian and global content. Move effortlessly between domestic and international content without having to log out of one service to access another.

Westlaw Canada International Solutions give you the choice of:

Six subscriptions covering extensive broad-based practice areas:

1  United States Primary
2  United States Premier
3  United Kingdom Law
4  Commonwealth & European Union
5  International
6  Comprehensive International

PLUS a powerful subscription to almost 12,000 news and business information resources:
All News

PLUS specialty subscriptions covering individual practice areas:
Ask us about our specialty packages available in almost 30 different practice areas.

For more information visit www.westlawcanada.com
or call 1-866-609-5811
INTELLIGENT INFORMATION THAT GIVES YOU A GLOBAL COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Westlaw Canada International Solutions are supported by:

CONVENIENT ACCESS
Get easy access to thousands of international legal, business and news databases with cases, statutes, forms, treatises, newspapers, and more. Locate the information relevant to your research issue and check the status of a source – anytime, anywhere.

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
Best-of-class functionality makes searching easy, whether you know exactly what you’re looking for or you want to search multiple databases at once. Click on links in your results to related information for fast, efficient research.

POWERFUL SEARCHING CAPABILITY
Searching is easy, fast, and reliable. Search by Terms and Connectors (Boolean) or Natural Language (plain English) or Custom Search Templates. Search across jurisdictions on topics, then quickly narrow your search to find exactly what you need. Links to cited documents and related materials give you the complete picture on any issue.

TRUSTWORTHY AND AUTHORITATIVE INFORMATION
You’ll always know that the information you find is accurate and authoritative. Texts are cited in courts around the world and are written by local legal experts. Our expert lawyer-editors add valuable enhancements that give you more ways to find relevant authority.

TIME-SAVING TOOLS
KeyCite Canada®
See how Canadian and non-Canadian decisions and legislation have been treated in Canadian courts and in secondary materials. Verify instantly the status of Canadian and non-Canadian case law and legislation.

WestClip®
Monitor breaking news and legal developments that could affect your issue. Clips can be delivered to your email, printer, fax machine, or computer disk drive. Automatic searches deliver daily or weekly email alerts.

Reporting System
Track usage to a particular transaction or cost centre. Gather usage statistics to manage billing and recover research costs from clients.

Assistance by phone or online
Get online and on-the-phone training, research assistance and 24/7/365 customer support.
U.S. PRIMARY

Combines all United States Federal and State primary law into a single integrated large research tool.
U.S. PREMIER

All Federal and State primary law from the U.S. PRIMARY SUBSCRIPTION plus expert legal analysis, forms, jury instructions and more
FEDERAL AND STATE CASE LAW COLLECTION INCLUDES:
• U.S. Supreme Court, U.S. Courts of Appeals, U.S. District Courts
• Appellate and Trial Level Courts
• All 50 States as well as the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam and U.S. Virgin Islands
• A-to-Z topical coverage from Administrative Law to Workers’ Compensation

LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY MATERIALS INCLUDE:
• Statutes, Codes, Regulations and Court Rules
• United States Code Annotated
• Annotated State statutes as well as documents passed by State legislative bodies
• Federal administrative and executive materials

U.S. PREMIER INCLUDES ALL OF THE ABOVE, PLUS EXPERT ANALYSIS, FORMS, JURY INSTRUCTIONS AND MORE:

AMERICAN LAW REPORTS
• Analysis of every court case on a particular point of law
• Cases from every jurisdiction with a position on each topic
• References to statutes, digests, treatises, law reviews, and legal encyclopedias viewed as critical resources in providing context and insight into precedent on specific points of law

AMERICAN JURISPRUDENCE, 2ND EDITION
• Encyclopedia containing more than 400 separate titles on a broad range of legal topics
• Authoritative answers to any aspect of United States civil, criminal, substantive and procedural law

FEDERAL PROCEDURE (INCLUDING FORMS)
• Guidance on all aspects of United States civil, criminal and administrative federal procedures
• Federal courts and administrative agencies, including specialized courts such as bankruptcy and administrative agencies (e.g. the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and Internal Revenue Services (IRS))

JOURNALS AND LAW REVIEWS, COVERING A WIDE RANGE OF TOPICS, SUCH AS:
• Harvard Law Review
• Yale Law Journal
• Stanford Law Review
• Business Law Brief
• Annual Review of Banking and Financial Law
• Cardozo Journal of International and Comparative Law
• Journal of Technology Law and Policy
U.K. LAW

UNITED KINGDOM AND EUROPEAN UNION LAWS
A vast collection of cases, statutes and regulations complemented by an extensive collection of journals and the latest legal news and business articles
COMMONWEALTH & E.U.

All the content of the **U.K. LAW SUBSCRIPTION** plus European Union case law and legislation (including treaties) and law reviews. Covers the jurisdictions of the United Kingdom, European Union, Australia, and Hong Kong (China).
CASE LAW COLLECTION INCLUDES:

- *The Law Reports* and *Weekly Law Reports*, the most authoritative source for court decisions of the United Kingdom
- *The English Reports*, the oldest published collection of cases reported between 1220 and 1873

LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY MATERIALS INCLUDE:

- Statutes and Statutory Instruments (including the Supreme Court and county court rules)
- Current, historical and future versions of United Kingdom statutes and statutory instruments along with corresponding references to citing case law and secondary sources
- Westlaw’s exclusive citation research services to track changes and ensure accuracy

LAW JOURNALS AND LAW REVIEWS INCLUDE:

- *The Cambridge Law Journal*
- *The Law Quarterly Review*
- *Legal Journals Index*

COMMONWEALTH & E.U. INCLUDES ALL OF THE ABOVE, PLUS:

EUROPEAN UNION COLLECTION

- Official case law reports along with citator information
- Full-text decisions of the Court of Justice of the European Communities and the Court of First Instance of the European Communities
- Advocate-General opinions, court orders, and judgments reported by the Office for Official Publications for the European Communities

TREATIES AND AGREEMENTS

- Treaties concluded between the European Union Member States including the Founding Treaties, Accession Treaties, Supplementary Treaties, and the Maastricht Treaty
- European Union draft legislation, and legislative and budgetary initiatives
- Resolutions of the European Parliament

AUSTRALIA AND HONG KONG COLLECTIONS

- Topical case law coverage
- Unreported judgments
- *Commonwealth Law Reports*
- *Hong Kong Civil Procedure* (The White Book Service), the authoritative source of commentary material on the legal changes and civil litigation landscape in Hong Kong. Includes hundreds of forms, schedules and practice directions.
INTERNATIONAL

Composed of the U.S. PRIMARY, U.S. PREMIER, U.K. LAW, and COMMONWEALTH & E.U. subscriptions
• Over 7,000 information resources

• Extensive collection of international law materials such as treaties, documents from intergovernmental organizations, treatises and journals

• Content from primary jurisdictions such as the U.S. and the U.K. but also from jurisdictions such as Bermuda and the Cayman Islands

• Wide-ranging collection of primary and secondary source materials fully linked and integrated on the Westlaw® Canada platform
COMPREHENSIVE INTERNATIONAL

All International content from other subscriptions combined with thousands of additional resources for general coverage as well as practice-specific coverage.
INTERNATIONAL SUBSCRIPTION INCLUDES:
• Over 7,000 information resources
• Extensive collection of international law materials such as treaties, documents from intergovernmental organizations, treatises and journals
• Content from primary jurisdictions such as the U.S. and the U.K. but also from jurisdictions such as Bermuda and the Cayman Islands
• Wide-ranging collection of primary and secondary source materials fully linked and integrated on the Westlaw Canada platform

COMPREHENSIVE INTERNATIONAL
This one-stop research solution of essential, authoritative information resources combines comprehensive coverage of legal research materials with public, business and news information.

THIS ULTIMATE COLLECTION INCLUDES NOT ONLY THE CONTENT COVERED BY THE INTERNATIONAL SUBSCRIPTION AS DESCRIBED ABOVE, BUT MUCH MORE:
• Almost 20,000 information resources
• Primary law, legal analysis, litigation materials
• Full-text decisions and legislation
• Authoritative and trusted authored commentary and analysis
• All jurisdictions including the U.S., U.K., and E.U.
• A-Z topical coverage from Administrative Law to Workers’ Compensation including practice areas such as Intellectual Property, Immigration, Estate Planning
• Directories covering profiles of law firms, businesses and professional organizations as well as biographical records of lawyers, expert witnesses, investigators and executives
• Indices including Index to Canadian Legal Literature
• Business and Corporate records, bulletins, newsletters, forms, journals, treatises, guides, checklists and directories (including Dun & Bradstreet information)
• International journals and law reviews from around the world covering everything from general interest to specialty practice areas
ALL NEWS

STAY ON TOP OF EMERGING ISSUES AND LEADING BUSINESS ISSUES

• Access to newspapers, magazines, journals, newsletters, government press releases, transcripts of government hearings and testimony, transcripts of television and radio shows, plus news wires such as The Associated Press and local wire services from around the world


• News headlines and stories from across Canada and the globe through newswires such as The Associated Press, The Canadian Press, Canada NewsWire, GlobeNewswire, China Business Newswire, and EIU NewsWire

• Radio and television transcripts from the CBC, SRC, CTV, NTR, BBC, CNN, PBS, and hundreds more with national and local coverage around the world


PRACTITIONER PACKAGES

PACKAGES TAILORED FOR YOUR PRACTICE AREA

Ask about our customized practice-focused packages covering different practice areas such as:

• International Commercial Arbitration
• Intellectual Property
• Estate Planning
• Securities
• Bankruptcy
• Immigration
• And more

For more information visit www.westlawcanada.com
or call 1-866-609-5811
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